The contemporary trend in large scale enterprises, like public infrastructures or industrial plants, is to use architectures and platforms for video surveillance through installation of a network of cameras in critical sites and monitoring the captured video data. Video surveillance provides quality assurance of services and/or products (adherence to predefined procedures of a production), traffic management control (for high-dense urban areas), security/safety (prevention from actions that may lead to hazardous situations), crisis management in public areas (e.g., train stations, airports), or a series of other applications of high industrial/social impact. However, the current commercial video surveillance systems support mostly manual supervision, making them both inefficient and subjective.
classified in three generic categories, papers that apply low-level image analysis for events' detection, articles suitable for events' classification and works dealing with knowledge representation tools for understanding the visual events.
The first category articles apply algorithms for features extraction and object tracking, all appropriate for identifying events and actions in videos. More specifically, the paper of A. Kriechbaum et al. applies a framework for unsupervised segmentation of moving objects in image sequences that does not require any restriction on the video content. The approach extracts the moving objects using a mesh-based combination of colour segmentation and motion segmentation using a feature point tracking. D. Roth et al. present a visual object tracking method which is then assessed for events' detection. The tracker is able to "detect and monitor" multiple object classes in non-controlled visual environments using Bayesian perpixel classification in real-time. Furthermore, a general new event metric is used to compare the proposed tracking scheme with the other tracking methods against ground truth of multiple public datasets. The next paper applies dynamic trackers' re-initialization schemes for improving their performance in case of complicated visual scenarios (A. Doulamis). Finally, a humans' gait recognition algorithm has been proposed by the work of I. Bouchrika et al.
The second category of articles includes schemes for analyzing and classifying the events. In particular, C. Simon proposes a method for recognizing visual events using a decision tree mechanism. On the other hand, a rule-based system that combines image/visual analysis for identifying events in metro stations is proposed by B. Krausz et al. Another specific event visual analysis system is presented by Wei-Ta Chu, suitable for tennis court events. The system combines knowledge of tennis rules with specialized image/video analysis algorithms. The work of N. Doulamis applies an innovative angle spectrum algorithm for detecting vehicles and then extracting information about their behaviors in the roads as far as the car safety is concerned. Finally, implicit human actions annotation on large multimedia database is the theme of the last paper in this class.
Finally, in the last category we include knowledge representation papers for visual events detection. In particular, Minh-Son Dao et. al proposes a new spatio-temporal method for adaptively detecting events based on Allen temporal algebra. The temporal information is captured by presenting events as the temporal sequences using a lexicon of nonambiguous temporal patterns. Finally, Senem Velipasalar et al. presents a tool for spatiotemporal event detection that lets users specify semantically high-level and composite events, and then detects their occurrences automatically. Events can be defined on a single camera view or across multiple camera views. She is now professor at the NTUA. Prof. Varvarigou has great experience in the area of information processing, semantic web technologies, media streaming and casting, scheduling over distributed platforms. In this area, she has published more than 150 papers in leading journals and conferences. She has participated and co-ordinated several EU funded projects. Her research interests include grid computing. knowledge technologies and multimedia data processing.
